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Abstract. The lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) methods (both LBGK and MRT) and
the discrete unified gas-kinetic scheme (DUGKS) are both derived from the Boltzmann
equation, but with different consideration in their algorithm construction. With the
same numerical discretization in the particle velocity space, the distinctive modeling
of these methods in the update of gas distribution function may introduce differences
in the computational results. In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of
these methods in terms of accuracy, stability, and efficiency, in this paperwe test LBGK,
MRT, and DUGKS in two-dimensional cavity flow and the flow over a square cylin-
der, respectively. The results for both cases are validated against benchmark solutions.
The numerical comparison shows that, with sufficient mesh resolution, the LBE and
DUGKS methods yield qualitatively similar results in both test cases. With identical
mesh resolutions in both physical and particle velocity space, the LBE methods are
more efficient than the DUGKS due to the additional particle collision modeling in
DUGKS. But, the DUGKS is more robust and accurate than the LBE methods in most
test conditions. Particularly, for the unsteady flow over a square cylinder at Reynolds
number 300, with the samemesh resolution it is surprisingly observed that the DUGKS
can capture the physical multi-frequency vortex shedding phenomena while the LBGK
and MRT fail to get that. Furthermore, the DUGKS is a finite volume method and
its computational efficiency can be much improved when a non-uniform mesh in the
physical space is adopted. The comparison in this paper clearly demonstrates the pro-
gressive improvement of the lattice Boltzmannmethods from LBGK, to MRT, up to the
current DUGKS, along with the inclusion of more reliable physical process in their al-
gorithm development. Besides presenting the Navier-Stokes solution, the DUGKS can
capture the rarefied flow phenomena as well with the increasing of Knudsen number.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the development of Boltzmann equation-based kinetic schemes has re-
ceived particular attentions due to their distinctive modeling for flow simulations. The
distinctive features in the kinetic methods include the following two aspects. Firstly, the
Boltzmann equation provides a theoretical foundation for the hydrodynamic descrip-
tion from the underlying microscopic physics. Besides capturing the Navier-Stokes (NS)
solutions, the kinetic methods can be used to study non-equilibrium flows in the transi-
tion regime. Secondly, the Boltzmann equation is a first-order integro-partial-differential
equation with a linear advection term, while the Navier-Stokes equations are second-
order partial differential equations with a nonlinear advection term. The nonlinearity in
the Boltzmann equation resides in its collision term, which is local. Therefore, the kinetic
equation is more feasible to handle the discontinuities or unresolved flow regions. This
feature may lead to some computational advantages for computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) [1]. Due to the mesoscopic nature, kinetic methods are particularly appealing in
modeling and simulating complex and non-equilibrium flows [2].
There have been a number of kinetic or mesoscopic methods, such as the lattice gas
cellular automata (LGCA) [3], the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) [4], the gas-kinetic
schemes (GKS) [5–7], and the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) [8]. Among these
methods, the LBE and GKSmethods are specifically designed for CFD. The kinetic nature
of the LBE and GKS has led to many distinctive advantages that distinguish them from
the classical CFD methods, and a variety of successful applications have been achieved
[9–18]. Particularly, the lattice BGK (LBGK) [19, 20] model and multiple-relaxation-time
(MRT) model, as two popular standard LBE methods, have been successfully applied
and well-accepted for incompressible NS solutions [21, 22]. With the improved collision
model, theMRT has overcome the apparent defects in the LBGK [22,23]. Besides the stan-
dard LBE [24], which can be viewed as a special finite-difference scheme for the discrete
velocity Boltzmann equation (DVBE) using a regular lattice associated with the discrete
velocities, the LBE methods have many other variants. The extended LBE, which solve
the DVBE using general finite-difference [25, 26], finite-volume (FV) [27–30], or finite-
element methods [31], can release the close coupling of the mesh and discrete velocities.
As a result, arbitrary meshes can be employed in these generalized LBE methods. How-
ever, the decoupling in the extended LBE also destroys the nice features of the standard
LBE. For example, many of the existing FV-LBE methods suffer from large numerical
dissipation and poor numerical stability [28, 29].
Recently, starting from the Boltzmann equation, a discrete unified gas-kinetic scheme
(DUGKS) has been proposed for isothermal flow in all Knudsen regimes [7]. The DUGKS
is a finite volume method, which combines the advantages of GKS in its flux modeling
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and LBE in its expandedMaxwellian distribution function and discrete conservative col-
lision operator. Furthermore, the DUGKS has the asymptotic preserve (AP) property in
capturing both rarefied and NS solutions in the corresponding flow regime [6]. The de-
tailed construction of DUGKS can be found in [7], and it will be introduced briefly in the
next section as well.
Although sharing a common kinetic origin, there are distinctive features in the LBE
and DUGKS methods. The standard LBE methods are finite difference schemes, while
the DUGKS is a finite volume one. Both LBE and DUGKS methods evolve in discrete
phase space (physical and particle velocity space) and discrete time. In the LBEmethods,
the phase space and time step are coupled due to the particle motion from one node to
another one within a time step. The DUGKS has no such a restriction and the time step
is fully determined by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. In addition, the
streaming modeling in LBE makes it difficult to be extended to non-uniform mesh, while
the DUGKS has no difference to use uniform or non-uniform mesh, even unstructured
mesh. More importantly, there are distinctive modeling difference in LBE and DUGKS
in the particle evolution process. The LBE separates the particle streaming and collision
process in its algorithm development. But, the particle transport and collision are fully
coupled in DUGKS. This dynamic difference determines the solution deviation in their
flow simulations.
The present work is motivated to provide a thorough comparative study of the LBE
and DUGKS methods for nearly incompressible flows. The standard LBGK and MRT
methods are chosen as the corresponding LBE models. In order to present a fair com-
parison, we mostly choose the same phase space discretization, even though the DUGKS
is not limited to such a mesh arrangement. Two test cases in the incompressible limit,
i.e., the two-dimensional cavity flow and the laminar flow past a square cylinder, will be
used for comparison.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. We first make a brief intro-
duction of the LBGK, MRT and DUGKS methods in Section 2. The detailed comparisons
of these threemethods in terms of accuracy, stability, and efficiency, are given in Section 3.
Section 4 is the conclusion.
2 Numerical methods
In this section, the LBGK,MRT andDUGKSwill be introduced briefly first. More detailed
descriptions can be found in the references. Among these three methods, both LBGK and
DUGKS are based on the BGK model [32],
∂ f
∂t
+ξ ·∇x f =Ω≡ f
eq− f
τ
, (2.1)
where f = f (x,ξ,t) is the particle distribution function with particle velocity ξ at position
x and time t, and f eq is the Maxwellian equilibrium distribution function,
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f eq =
ρ
(2piRT)D/2
exp
(
− (ξ−u)
2
2RT
)
, (2.2)
where R is the gas constant, D is the spatial dimension, ρ is the density, u is the fluid ve-
locity and T is the temperature. For low Mach number flow, the Maxwellian distribution
can be approximated by its Taylor expansion around zero particle velocity. As a result,
the expanded discrete equilibrium distribution function becomes,
f
eq
i =Wiρ
[
1+
ξ i ·u
RT
+
(ξ i ·u)2
2(RT)2
− |u |
2
2RT
]
, (2.3)
where f
eq
i =ωi f
eq(ξ i), ωi=Wi(2piRT1)
D/2exp
( |ξi |2
2RT
)
, and Wi is the weight coefficient corre-
sponding to the particle velocity ξ i. For isothermal and low speed flows, in each direction
the three-point Gauss-Hermite quadrature is used to evaluate the moments, with the fol-
lowing discrete velocities and associated weights,
ξ−1=−
√
3RT, ξ0=0, ξ1=
√
3RT,
W0=2/3, W±1=1/6.
(2.4)
In the simulations, the two-dimensional and nine velocity (D2Q9) model is employed
in both DUGKS and LBE methods [19], which is generated using the tensor product
method, and it can be written as
ξ i=


(0,0), i=0,
(cos[(i−1)pi/2],sin[(i−1)pi/2])c, i=1−4,
(cos[(2i−9)pi/4],sin[(2i−9)pi/4])√2c, i=5−8,
(2.5)
where c=
√
3RT, and the corresponding weight coefficients are W0= 4/9, W1,2,3,4= 1/9
and W5,6,7,8=1/36.
Then, the discrete distribution function fi(x,t) = ωi f (x,ξ i,t) satisfies the following
equation
∂ fi
∂t
+ξ i ·∇x fi =Ωi≡
f
eq
i − fi
τ
. (2.6)
The fluid density and velocity can be obtained from the discrete distribution functions,
ρ=∑
i
fi, ρu=∑
i
ξ i fi. (2.7)
2.1 The LBGK model
By integrating Eq. (2.6) from t to t+∆t along the characteristic line and evaluating the
collision effect by averaging the values at the beginning and end of the trajectory, the
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evolution equation for the discrete distribution functions f˜i of LBGK can be obtained,
f˜i(xj+ξ i∆t,tn+∆t)− f˜i(xj,tn)=− 1
τν
( f˜i(xj,t)− f eqi (xj,t)), (2.8)
where τν=τ/∆t+0.5 is the dimensionless relaxation time, and
f˜i = fi−∆t
2
Ωi. (2.9)
In the standard lattice Boltzmann method, the space is discretized with a uniform
cartesian grid (or lattice) L≡{xj}, the time step ∆t is chosen according to the grid spac-
ing such that a particle at xi ∈ L will move to next node xi+ξ i∆t ∈ L. Based on the
compatibility condition and the relationship between fi and f˜i, the density ρ and velocity
u can be computed by
ρ=∑
i
f˜i, ρu=∑
i
ξ i f˜i. (2.10)
Through the Chapman-Enskog expansion, the Navier-Stokes equations can be recov-
ered from the LBGK equation. The viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equations is related to
the dimensionless relaxation time by
ν= c2s
(
τν− 1
2
)
∆t, (2.11)
where cs is the speed of sound.
2.2 The MRT model
Different from the LBGK, the collision step in the MRT model is executed in the moment
space m := {mk,k = 0,1,··· ,8} instead of the velocity space f := { fk,k = 0,1,··· ,8}. The
evolution equation of MRT model is
f˜(xj+ξ i∆t,tn+∆t)− f˜(xj,tn)=−M−1S[m−meq], (2.12)
where the matrixM is used to transform the distribution function f˜ and its equilibria feq
to their momentsm andmeq,
m=M· f˜, meq=M·feq. (2.13)
For the D2Q9 model,M is given by [22]
M=


1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
−4 −1 −1 −1 −1 2 2 2 2
4 −2 −2 −2 −2 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 −1 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 −2 0 2 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 0 1 0 −1 1 1 −1 −1
0 0 −2 0 2 1 1 −1 −1
0 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1


. (2.14)
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With such a transformationmatrix and the equilibrium distribution function feq, the equi-
libria in the moment space is
meq=ρ
(
1,−2+3u2,1−3u2,ux,−ux,uy,−uy,u2x−u2y,uxuy
)
. (2.15)
The relaxation matrix S in the MRT is a diagonal matrix. Its diagonal elements are the
relaxation rates of the moments, i.e., S= diag(0,se,sε,0,sq,0,sq,sν,sν), and the kinematic
viscosity and bulk viscosity are related to the relaxation rates sν and se, respectively:
ν= c2s
(
1
sν
− 1
2
)
∆t, ζ= c2s
(
1
se
− 1
2
)
∆t, (2.16)
where cs is the speed of sound.
2.3 The DUGKS model
Unlike the LBE methods, the DUGKS is a finite-volume scheme. The computational do-
main is divided into a set of control volumes. Then integrating Eq. (2.6) over a control
volume Vj centered at xj from tn to tn+1 (the time step ∆t= tn+1−tn is assumed to be a
constant in the present work), and using the midpoint rule for the integration of the flux
term at the cell boundary and trapezoidal rule for the collision term inside each cell [7],
the evolution equation of DUGKS is
f˜ n+1i,j = f˜
+,n
i,j −
∆t
|Vj|F
n+1/2
i , (2.17)
where
Fn+1/2i =
∫
∂Vj
(ξ ·n) fi (x,tn+1/2)dS, (2.18)
is the flux across the cell interface, and
f˜i = fi−∆t
2
Ωi, f˜
+
i = fi+
∆t
2
Ωi. (2.19)
Based on the compatibility condition and the relationship between fi and f˜i, the density
ρ and velocity u can be computed by
ρ=∑
i
f˜i, ρu=∑
i
ξ i f˜i. (2.20)
The key ingredient in updating f˜i is to evaluate the interface flux F
n+1/2
i , which is
solely determined by the gas distribution function fi(x,tn+1/2) there. In DUGKS, after
integrating Eq. (2.6) along a particle path, the evaluation of the gas distribution function
fi(x,tn+1/2) at the cell interface can be traced back to the interior of neighboring cells,
f¯i(xb,ξ,tn+h)= f¯
+
i (xb,ξ,tn)−hξ ·σb, (2.21)
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where
f¯i = fi− h
2
Ωi, f¯
+
i = fi+
h
2
Ωi, (2.22)
f¯+i (xb,ξ,tn) and the gradient σb =∇ f¯+i (xb,ξ,tn), h=∆t/2 can be approximated by linear
interpolation. For example, in the one dimensional case, the reconstructions become
σj+1/2=
f¯+i (xj+1,ξ,tn)− f¯+i (xj,ξ,tn)
xj+1−xj , (2.23)
f¯+i (xj+1/2,ξ,tn)= f¯
+
i (xj,ξ,tn)+σj+1/2(xj+1/2−xj). (2.24)
Note that the particle collision effect is included in the above evaluation of the interface
gas distribution function. This is the key for the success of the DUGKS. Owing to the
un-splitting treatment of the particle collision and transport process in the reconstruc-
tion of the distribution function at cell interfaces, the DUGKS is a self-adaptive scheme
for different flow regimes. It has been shown in Ref. [7] that the reconstructed distribu-
tion function approaches to the Chapman-Enskog one at the Navier-Stokes level in the
continuum limit, and to the free-transport one in the free-molecular limit.
Based on the compatibility condition and the relationship between fi and f¯i, the den-
sity ρ and velocity u at the cell interface can be obtained,
ρ=∑
i
f¯i, ρu=∑
i
ξ i f¯i, (2.25)
from which the equilibrium distribution function f eq (xb,ξ,t
n+h) at the cell interface can
be obtained. Therefore, based on Eq. (2.22) and the obtained equilibrium state, the real
gas distribution function at the cell interface can be determined from f¯i,
fi(xb,tn+h)=
2τ
2τ+h
f¯i (xb,tn+h)+
h
2τ+h
f eq (xb,tn+h) , (2.26)
from which the interface numerical flux can be evaluated.
In computations, we only need to follow the evolution of f˜i in Eq. (2.17). The required
variables for its evolution are determined by
f¯i
+
=
2τ−h
2τ+∆t
f˜i+
3h
2τ+∆t
f eq, (2.27)
f˜i
+
=
4
3
f¯i
+− 1
3
f˜i. (2.28)
3 Numerical results
In this section, both the cavity flow and the laminar flow past a square cylinder in 2D
will be simulated using the three methods. The accuracy, stability, and efficiency will
be quantitatively evaluated. The LBGK and MRT models introduced in the last section
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are chosen as the LBE methods, whose results are compared with that from DUGKS.
Since we will test the isothermal flow, the temperature T is a constant, with cs =
√
RT
and RT = 1/3 in the simulations. For the DUGKS, the relaxation time is determined by
τ = µ/p, where µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient and p= ρRT is the pressure. The
time step is determined by the CFL condition, i.e., ∆t = η∆xmin/C, where η is the CFL
number, ∆xmin is the minimum grid spacing, and C is the maximal discrete velocity.
3.1 Cavity flow
The two-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow is a standard benchmark problem for vali-
dating numerical schemes. The two-dimensional square cavity is covered by a Cartesian
mesh. The top wall moves along the x-direction with a constant velocity u0, and the other
three walls are stationary. The flow is characterized by the Reynolds number Re=Lu0/ν,
where L is cavity length and ν is the shear viscosity coefficient. In the computation, the
boundary length of the square cavity is 1.0, and the driven velocity is 0.1. In DUGKS, the
CFL number is fixed at η = 0.95. Uniform mesh is employed in most calculations. The
relaxation rates in the MRT are se =1.64, sε =1.54, sq =1.9 and sν =1.0/τν [22], which are
chosen by considering the numerical stability and the separation between hydrodynamic
and kinetic modes [23]. The non-slip boundary conditions for LBE and DUGKS methods
are implemented by the half way bounce-back [23] and bounce-back rule [7]. The upper
corners are singular points, which are assumed to be stationary in the simulation. The
convergent criterion is given by
∑|u(t)−u(t−1000∆t)|
∑|u(t)| <10
−6, (3.1)
where u is the velocity, and ∆t is the time step.
First, the accuracy of LBGK,MRT and DUGKS is evaluated by comparing their veloc-
ity profiles at different Reynolds numbers. Fig. 1 shows the velocity profiles calculated
by the DUGKS along the central lines at various Reynolds numbers with different mesh
resolutions. It is observed that the DUGKS can give accurate solutions at all Reynolds
numbers by using 128×128 mesh points. However, a fine mesh with 256×256 points has
to be used in LBGK and MRT in order to get a stable solution at high Reynolds numbers.
The velocity profiles from these three methods at Re= 1000,5000,7500,10000 are shown
in Fig. 2, along with the benchmark data [33]. With the above two mesh resolutions, the
LBGK can only give the stable solution at Re=1000, and its numerical stability is inferior
in comparison with MRT and DUGKS. Once the LBEmethods are stable, almost identical
solutions are obtained by these three methods. It should be noted that for MRT the loca-
tion of the primary vortex at Re=10000 is sensitive to the relaxation rate sε. For example,
the MRT code gives a stable primary vertex with sε = 1.54, but there is no such a stable
primary vertex as sε =1.8.
Second, the pure stability of the LBE and DUGKS methods is evaluated without con-
sidering the accuracy of the results. For a stable solution, we measure the minimum
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Figure 1: Velocity profiles for (a) u and (b) v calculated by DUGKS along a central lines passing through the
geometric center of the cavity at various Reynolds numbers with difference meshes. The dash and solid lines are
profiles for meshes 128×128 and 256×256, respectively, symbols are the benchmark results [33]. For convenient
observation, lines for Re=5000, 7500, 10000 are shifted along the axises.
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Figure 2: Velocity profiles calculated by LBKG, MRT, and DUGKS across the cavity center at (a) Re= 1000,
(b) Re=5000, (c) Re=7500, (d) Re=10000. The relaxation rates in MRT are se=1.64,sε=1.54, sq=1.9 and
sν =1.0/τν.
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Figure 3: Pressure contour of the cavity flow calcu-
lated by LBGK at Re=1000 on a 128×128 uniform
mesh.
Figure 4: Pressure contour of the cavity flow calcu-
lated by MRT at Re=1000 on a 128×128 uniform
mesh with the relaxation rates se = 1.64,sε = 1.54,
sq =1.9 and sν=1.0/τν
Figure 5: Pressure contour of the cavity flow cal-
culated by DUGKS at Re=1000 on a 128×128 uni-
form mesh
Figure 6: Pressure contour calculated by MRT with
different se at Re=1000 on a 256×256 uniform mesh,
where the black and white solid lines are from the
calculations with se = 1.1 and se = 1.9, respectively.
Other relaxation rates are given by sε =1.0/τν, sq =
8(2τν−1)/(8τν−1), sν =1.0/τν.
required mesh resolution at a fixed Reynolds number under steady state criterion of
Eq. (3.1), and the maximum stable Reynolds number on a specific mesh resolution. Table
1 shows the minimum required mesh resolution at the given Reynolds numbers, where
the DUGKS requires much less mesh points than the LBE methods in order to get a sta-
ble solution. For example, even at Re=10000, the DUGKS can still use a 10×10 uniform
mesh to reach a steady state solution. On the other hand, with a fixed mesh resolution,
the DUGKS can reach a much higher Re than LBEmethods. For instance, as shown in Ta-
ble 2, on a uniform 128×128 mesh, the computations from the LBGK andMRT blow up at
Re=1900 and Re=8000, respectively. However, the DUGKS works even at Re=100,000.
Clearly, in comparisonwith LBEmethods, the DUGKS has super performance in stability.
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Table 1: The minimum required mesh resolution at different Reynolds numbers.
Re LBGK MRT DUGKS
1000 70×70 20×20 10×10
5000 400×400 100×100 10×10
7500 500×500 140×140 10×10
Table 2: The maximum stable Re with different mesh resolutions.
Mesh Size LBGK MRT DUGKS
128×128 1900 8000 100000
256×256 3800 15000 350000
Table 3: The CPU time costs when the numerical results are in good agreement with the benchmark data [33].
The symbol × means that the code blows up.
Re LBGK(128×128) LBGK(256×256) MRT(128×128) MRT(256×256) DUGKS(128×128)
1000 110s 786s 297s 1574s 914s
5000 × × × 8332s 4639s
7500 × × × 12860s 7704s
Third, in order to evaluate the computational efficiency, we measure the CPU times
at various Reynolds numbers on different mesh resolutions. On the mesh of 128×128
points, the average CPU times for the update of one time step are 7.5×e−4,1.1×e−3 and
5.1×e−3 seconds for LBGK, MRT and DUGKS, respectively. Thus, the LBGK and MRT
are about six and four times faster than DUGKS for each node update per time step. This
is attributed to the four more equilibrium distribution evaluations in DUGKS in order to
include collision effect into its flux computation. Table 3 shows the CPU times required to
reach the steady-state solution (Eq. (3.1)) at the given Re andmesh resolutions. It is found
that on the same mesh resolution, the LBGK and MRT are about eight and three times
faster than the DUGKS to obtain the stationary solution. However, in order to obtain
accurate solutions, the DUGKS can use a mesh with much less points in comparison with
LBE methods. Therefore, in terms of obtaining accurate numerical solution the DUGKS
and the LBE methods have almost the same computational efficiency in this case.
In addition, it is found that different pressure fields can be obtained from the LBGK,
MRT, and DUGKS. The pressure contours predicted by the LBGK, DUGKS and MRT
on the mesh of 128×128 points at Re = 1000 are shown in Figs. 6-8. It is observed
that un-physical pressure oscillations appear around the upper corners from the LBE
computations, while a smooth pressure field can be obtained by DUGKS. In particular,
for the MRT method, with the choice of another group of relaxation rates sε = 1.0/τν,
sq=8(2τν−1)/(8τν−1), sν=1.0/τν and se=1.0/τν, which can be used to recover accurate
non-slip bounce-back boundary condition [23], the un-physical oscillations disappear.
However, the pressure field is sensitive to the value of se. The numerical stability of MRT
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Figure 7: Pressure profiles along the central lines at Re=1000 on a 256×256 uniform mesh,(a) central vertical
line, (b) central horizontal line. The benchmark results are from [34]. The relaxation rates in MRT are given
by sε =1.0/τν, sq =8(2τν−1)/(8τν−1), sν =1.0/τν.
deteriorates with the new relaxation values in comparison with the previous ones. For
example, on a mesh of 256×256 points for Re= 1000 computation, the MRT gives two
kinds of pressure fields near the top boundary, which are shown in Fig. 6, where the
black and white solid lines represent the contours of pressure with se = 1.1 and se = 1.9,
respectively. Fig. 7 shows the pressure profiles along the center of the cavity on the mesh
of 256×256 points at Re= 1000, together with the benchmark data [34]. It is observed
that the results from these three models are in good agreement with the reference data
except the region near the top wall, where the prediction given by the MRT varies with
the relaxation rates se.
3.2 Laminar flow past a square cylinder in a channel
This test case is the laminar flow past a square cylinder in a channel. The results from
the LBGK, MRT, and DUGKS will be evaluated quantitatively. The square cylinder is
symmetrically placed at the central line of a channel, which is shown in Fig. 8. The
dimension of the cylinder is D×D within the channel with L×H in length L and height
H. The center of the cylinder is located at a distance of L1 from the entrance. The flow
configuration is defined by L=50D, H=8D, and L1=12.5D in the simulations.
In a fully developed laminar channel flow, a parabolic velocity profile with a maxi-
mumvelocity Umax is prescribed at the channel inlet. At the outlet, a convective boundary
condition is applied [35],
∂t ϕ+Umax∂x ϕ=0, (3.2)
where ϕ is the flow variables or distribution function.
Depending on the Reynolds number Re=DUmax/ν, different flowpatterns can emerge.
The critical Reynolds number, which is about Re=60, classifies the flow into steady and
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Figure 8: Schematic of the flow past a square cylinder in a 2D channel.
unsteady ones. When Re is below Rec, the flow is steady. Otherwise, the flow is unsteady
and vortexes shed periodically in the wake region.
In the computations, two uniform meshes, i.e., a coarse one with 1500×240 mesh
points and a fine one with 2000×320 mesh points, are used. In the coarse mesh case,
there are 30 mesh points along each boundary of the square cylinder. The Mach number
Ma=Umax/cs is set to be 0.1 for the incompressible limit. The relaxation rates in the MRT
take the values of se=1.1, sε=1.0, sq=1.9, and sν=1.0/τν [23,36]. In the DUGKS, the CFL
number is set to be η=0.5, unless otherwise stated. For the LBE and DUGKSmethods, the
half-way bounce back [36] and the bounce back rules [7] are respectively implemented
for the non-slip boundary conditions at the top and bottom plates of the channel.
Besides the velocity field, the drag and lift coefficients will also be evaluated,
CD=
Fx
1
2 ρ¯U
2
maxD
, CL=
Fy
1
2 ρ¯U
2
maxD
, (3.3)
where ρ¯ is themean fluid density, and Fx and Fy are the components of the hydrodynamic
force on the square cylinder exerted by the fluid. The forces are computed by the integra-
tion method [36] in the DUGKS, and the momentum-exchange method [37] in the LBE
methods.
The steady state solution is defined by
√
∑‖u(t)−u(t−1000∆t)‖2√
∑‖u(t)‖2
<10−6, (3.4)
where u is the fluid velocity. At low Reynolds number, the steady flow over a square
cylinder is characterized by a pair of symmetric stationary recirculation eddies behind
the cylinder. The length of the wake Lr is a function of Re, which satisfies the following
relationship [35],
Lr
D
≈−0.065+0.0554Re, for 5<Re<60. (3.5)
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Figure 9: The Reynolds number dependence of the recirculation length Lr in the steady state solution (a) results
from 1500×240 mesh points, (b) results from 2000×320 mesh points. The benchmark results are from [35].
In the current computation, Lr is measured for the steady flow after satisfying the con-
dition Eq. (3.4). Fig. 9 shows the measured relationships between the Reynolds number
and Lr on both coarse and fine meshes. The results obtained by LBGK, MRT and DUGKS
are in excellent agreement with the linear function of Eq. (3.5) on both meshes. Fig. 10
and Fig. 11 present the velocity and pressure profiles at Re= 30 on the coarse and fine
meshes. On both meshes, the velocity and pressure distributions given by these three
methods agree well with each other.
For the steady state solution, the lift force is zero due to the flow symmetry, but the
drag varies with Re. Fig. 12 shows the drag coefficients obtained by LBGK, MRT, and
DUGKS on two meshes of 1500×240 points and 2000×320 points, along with the refer-
ence results obtained by a finite-volume method (FVM) [35]. The drag coefficient agrees
well with the FVM data on both meshes. There is no difference in terms of the drag
coefficient CD from the coarse and fine meshes for the steady state calculations, which
indicates the mesh-size independent solutions at low Reynolds numbers.
Although the LBGK, MRT, and DUGKS present the same quantitative results at low
Reynolds numbers, they have considerably different computational efficiency. On a uni-
formmesh of 1500×240 points, for the update of one time step the CPU costs of the LBGK,
MRT and DUGKS are 0.023, 0.029, and 0.17 seconds, respectively. On a uniform mesh of
2000×320 points, the corresponding costs are 0.039, 0.049, and 0.29 seconds. Thus, the
LBE methods are about five times faster than the DUGKS for the flow calculation per
time step. In addition, the number of the time steps to achieve a steady-state solution are
different in these three methods due to their different time accurate computations to the
steady state. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the LBE methods can reach to the steady-state,
which is defined by Eq. (3.4), with one order of magnitude faster than DUGKS, even
though all methods are supposed to present time accurate evolution solutions. The real
physical time needed to get steady state is unknown here. The time costs of LBGK and
DUGKS increase with Reynolds number on the same mesh resolution, while the MRT is
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Figure 10: Velocity and pressure profiles at Re=30 and Ma=0.1 with a mesh of 1500×240 points. (a) u(x,0);
(b)u(y,0); (c) v(x,0); (d) v(y,0); (e) p(x,0); (f ) p(y,0);
insensitive to Reynolds number due to its distinctive dissipation mechanism [23].
As the Reynolds number increases to the range of 60< Re≤ 300, the recirculating
wake behind the cylinder will become unstable. Two alternative shedding vortices will
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Figure 11: Velocity and pressure profiles at Re=30 and Ma=0.1 on the mesh of 2000×320 points. (a) u(x,0);
(b)u(y,0); (c) v(x,0); (d) v(y,0); (e) p(x,0); (f ) p(y,0);
be formed in the rear part of the square cylinder, i.e., the so-called von Ka´rma´n vertex
street appears. The characteristics of this unsteady flow can be measured by the mean
and variation of the drag coefficient C¯D and ∆CD =C
max
D −CminD , the variation of the lift
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Figure 12: The Reynolds number dependence of the drag coefficient CD for steady state solutions. (a) results
from 1500×240 mesh points, (b) results from 2000×320 mesh points. The results from another finite volume
method (FVM) are also included [35].
Table 4: CPU times to attain the steady-state solution by using LBGK, MRT and DUGKS with a uniform mesh
of 1500×240 points.
Re LBGK MRT DUGKS
10 1396s 1940s 20954s
30 3160s 2381s 46065s
50 4581s 3028s 72839s
Table 5: CPU times to attain the steady-state solution by using LBGK, MRT and DUGKS with a mesh of
2000×320 points. A non-uniform mesh calculation with 280×160 points from DUGKS is also included.
Re LBGK MRT DUGKS DUGKS(280×160 NE)
10 3388s 4124s 51156s 3605s
30 7708s 6235s 122304s 8547s
50 10360s 7217s 189630s 12059s
coefficient ∆CL=C
max
L −CminL , and the Strouhal number St= fsD/Umax, where the super-
scripts max and min represent the maximum and minimum values, respectively, and fs
is the vertex shedding frequency.
In order to validate these three methods, their results are compared with the reference
data obtained by a FVM [35]. The FVM simulation uses a non-uniformmesh of 560×340,
with 100 mesh points around each boundary of the square cylinder with a cell size of
0.01D. Fig. 13 presents the results of C¯D, ∆CD, ∆CL, and St from computations with a
coarse uniform mesh of 1500×240. At the coarse mesh resolution, the overall results
agree well with each other when Re≤200, while the mean CD from the kinetic schemes
is systematically higher than the reference solution. At the Reynolds number above 200,
the LBGK, MRT, and DUGKS results deviate from the FVM data, especially the mean lift
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Figure 13: The Reynolds number dependence of (a) the mean drag coefficient C¯D, (b) the variation of the
drag coefficient ∆CD, (c) the variation of the lift coefficient ∆CL, (d) the Strouhal number St, with a mesh of
1500×240 points. The results from another FVM are also included [35].
coefficients ∆CL calculated by DUGKS at Re=300, which can reach a maximum relative
error of 24%. This is attributed to the insufficient cell resolution with the coarse mesh in
the region close to the cylinder with larger flow gradients.
With the increasing of mesh resolution to 2000×320, the results in Fig. 14 show a
considerable improvement in comparison with the coarse mesh solutions. It is noted,
however, that even with such a fine mesh resolution, it is still 2.5 times coarser around
the square cylinder than the one used in the FVM computation. Quantitatively, the re-
sults given by LBGK, MRT, and DUGKS with the fine mesh agree well with the FVM
data. The maximum relative error of ∆CL calculated by DUGKS is down to 11%. The
maximum relative errors of C¯D and St up to Re= 300, and ∆CD up to Re≤ 250, are less
than 2%. The discrepancy can be attributed to the compressibility effect which is on the
order ofO(Ma2). Thus, the results obtained by LBGK, MRT, and DUGKS are in excellent
agreement with the FVM data up to Re=250.
It should be noted that the drag coefficient variation ∆CD predicted by DUGKS in-
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Figure 14: The Reynolds number dependent(a) the mean drag coefficient C¯D; (b) the variation of the drag
coefficient ∆CD; (c) the variation of the lift coefficient ∆CL; (d) the Strouhal number St, from the calculations
with 2000×320 mesh points. The reference results from a FVM is also included [35].
creases progressively in the high Reynolds number range, i.e., around Re=300, which is
consistent with the results obtained by FVM. But, the LBE methods don’t capture such
a phenomenon. In particular, at Re= 300, as shown in Fig. 15, there are different pre-
dictions of drag and lift forces from the LBE and DUGKS methods on the fine mesh cal-
culations. The LBE methods presents a single frequency oscillations, while the DUGKS
captures the complex multi-frequency periodic flows. The multiple frequency oscillating
phenomenon obtained by DUGKS is also observed in the FVM [35] and finite element
method (FEM) simulations [38]. The complex periodic oscillating flow should be a phys-
ical reality which identifies the flow transition at Re=300. Therefore, even for the lami-
nar flow the DUGKS has a better capability to capture physical phenomena than the LBE
methods.
In addition, we investigate the stability of LBGK, MRT, and DUGKS. With a mesh
resolution of 1500×240, LBGK and MRT codes blow up at Re≈ 1,000 and Re≈ 5,000,
respectively. For the DUGKS with CFL number η=0.5, it can give stable solutions up to
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Figure 15: The time history of the drag coefficient CD and lift coefficient CL at Re= 300. (a) LBGK with a
uniform mesh of 2000×320; (b) MRT with a uniform mesh of 2000×320; (c) DUGKS with a uniform mesh of
2000×320; (d) DUGKS with a non-uniform mesh of 280×160.
Re≈ 30,000. Same as the cavity flow computation, the DUGKS is more robust than the
LBE methods for the flow past a square cylinder simulation as well.
Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the DUGKS when using non-uniform
mesh. The finite-volume nature of the DUGKS makes it easy to vary the mesh resolution
according to the local accuracy requirement. Consequently, the overall total mesh points
can be much reduced. For the current test, a non-uniform mesh is generated and its
solution will be compared with the one from uniform mesh. The non-uniform mesh is
defined by:
xi = L
exp(b i/N)−1
exp(b)−1 , (3.6)
where xi is the location of the cell center, N is the number of mesh points in front and
at the rear parts of the square cylinder, b is the stretching parameter, and L is the length
from the cylinder face to the boundary. In the following simulation, a non-uniform mesh
of 280×160 points is generated, with 40 grids uniformly distributed around the surface
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Figure 16: Velocity and pressure profiles from DUGKS at Re= 30 and Ma= 0.1 with a non-uniform mesh of
280×160 and a uniform mesh of 2000×320. (a) u(x,0); (b)u(y,0); (c) v(x,0); (d) v(y,0); (e) p(x,0); (f )
p(y,0);
of the square, which has the same cell size on the surface of the cylinder as the uniform
fine mesh calculation with 2000×320 mesh points. The expansion parameters b takes
2.9,3.5,3.5,3.5 on the left, right, top, and bottom of the square cylinder, respectively.
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Figure 17: The Reynolds number dependent (a) the mean drag coefficient C¯D; (b) the variation of the drag
coefficient ∆CD; (c) the variation of the lift coefficient ∆CL; (d) the Strouhal number St, with a non-uniform
meshes of 280×160, and a uniform mesh of 2000×320. The reference results from a FVM is included [35].
Fig. 16 shows velocity and pressure profiles computed by DUGKS at Re= 30 with
a non-uniform mesh, which have excellent agreement with the results with refined uni-
formmesh 2000×320. Fig. 17 displays that the DUGKS results of C¯D, ∆CD, ∆CL, and St at
various Reynolds number from both the refined uniform and non-uniform meshes, and
the reference solutions from the FVM simulation [35]. Almost identical accurate results
can be obtained by DUGKS from two meshes. But, the computational efficiency is sig-
nificantly different by using the uniform and non-uniform meshes. For example, on the
280×160 non-uniform mesh points, the CPU time cost is 0.0185 seconds per time step,
which is about 14 times faster than that on a uniform mesh of 2000×320. As shown in
Table 5, on a non-uniform mesh the DUGKS can reach to a steady state with 13 times
less computational time than that on a fine uniform mesh. Therefore, the efficiency of
DUGKS can be much improved by adopting a non-uniform mesh. The use of local time
for the steady state calculation is another choice for DUGKS.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, a quantitative comparison of the numerical performance from the LBE
methods (LBGK and MRT) and DUGKS has been conducted. Both the cavity flow and
the laminar flow passing through a square cylinder have been simulated in the nearly
incompressible limit. The numerical accuracy, stability, and computational efficiency of
these methods have been presented.
The current LBE methods and DUGKS use the same numerical discretization in the
particle velocity space, such as the use of 9 particle velocities in the 2D computation. But,
their discretization in the physical space is rather different. As a finite volume method,
the DUGKS includes the particle collision in the transport process for the interface flux
evaluation. As a result, the strict connection between the particle velocity and physical
space discretization in the LBE methods can be totally released.
The LBE methods and DUGKS yield comparable results in all test cases when suffi-
cient mesh resolution is provided. However, in the cavity flow computation, un-physical
pressure oscillations occur from the LBE methods, while a smooth pressure field can be
obtained by DUGKS. The un-physical pressure oscillations disappear when appropriate
relaxation rates are used in MRT. But, they may give non-unique solutions with differ-
ent choices of relaxation rates. In the flow passing through the square cylinder case,
the DUGKS seems have large numerical dissipation in comparison with the LBE meth-
ods. This is mainly due to the dissipation introduced in DUGKS through the initial data
reconstruction, which is absent in the LBE methods. However, at Re= 300, the multi-
frequency vortex shedding has been captured by DUGKS, which is consistent with other
FVM [35] and FEM [38] results, and this phenomenon has been observed by DUGKS on
a non-uniform coarse mesh as well. Unfortunately, both LBGK and MRT methods fail to
capture the multiple frequency flow oscillation under the same mesh resolution.
Although LBE methods and DUGKS have similar accuracy in the simulations, they
show considerable differences in terms of robustness. In the cavity flow simulation, the
DUGKS needs a much lower mesh resolution to reach a steady-state solution than that
used in the LBE methods. With the same mesh resolution, the DUGKS can simulate the
flow at a much higher Reynolds number than the LBE methods. The same conclusion
can be drawn for the flow over a square cylinder case as well.
In terms of efficiency, the DUGKS is four times slower than LBE methods in float-
ing point operations (FLOPs) at each node per time step due to its additional physical
modeling for the flux evaluation. However, as a finite volume scheme the DUGKS can
use non-uniform mesh easily. As a result, the non-uniform mesh can be clustered in the
region with large flow gradient. Therefore, the efficiently of DUGKS can be much im-
proved. As expected, for the flow passing through the square cylinder case, the DUGKS
code with a non-uniformmesh is about 13 times faster than that with a uniformmesh for
the same accurate solution.
In conclusion, the DUGKS and LBE methods have similar accuracy for the flow sim-
ulations. But, the DUGKS is superior to the LBE methods in terms of numerical stability.
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With the same mesh resolution, the LBE methods are more efficient than the DUGKS.
But, with the implementation of non-uniform mesh, the computational efficiency of the
DUGKS can be greatly improved. The comparison presented in this paper clearly demon-
strates the progressive improvement of the lattice Boltzmann methods from LBGK, to
MRT, up to the current DUGKS.
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